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The frame of this rnachine is made of cast iron and all
the quards are light alloy castings. Steel fabrication has

üeãn" entirely eliminate<i This heavy construction is
nã.àrtu.y to permit a maximum cutting speed without
vibration.

This Sander will be found extremely useful in all kinds

of *ood*orking factories, and will replace the Disc Sander

to *fri"t it is coisiderably superior for the following reasons:

L The cutting speed of the paper belt is greater, and is
constant right across the width.

2. The sanding surface available on a 16" Vertical Sander is

greater than on a 36" Disc Sander.

3. The paper belts can be changed in a. few seconds, whereas- 
flxinÅ a new paper on a disC is a difficult and very slow

ãpË.ãtì""' ittè u"ttt are also much more economical'

4. The dust extraction ol a Disc Sander is never very' 
*iitiu"tãty, as the particles of dust remain embedded in
ir't.ìãi".t'óf the páper, which always remains flat' on
äu, 

"å"rtin" 

this ciusì is ejected as the paper comes round

the bottom PulleY.

The table, which lreasures 14" x 10", can be tilted to
ony *g1" ,p t'o 45 degrees, and swings out of the way when

not required

The tension of the belt is autonratically obtained by an

adjustable coil spring, and there is also a very sensltlve

tracking device.

Thè distance between the centre of the top pulley and

the table is 32". The paper belt is 16" widè and 8' 9" in length'

The machine is normally supplied motorised for 2 or 3 phase alternating current' The motor

develops 5 h.p. and it;;;i;;ìi"ãïv a uu¡t.-in push button contaôtor with isolating switch'

The dust extraction, which is standard, includes a. built-in fan driven direct from the main

motor, and a three-fiïËi'"à¡"óio. consistinj'oï-l rn.tut box for ceiling fixing, with necessary ducts

and bends.

As the motorisation is by vee belts, motors for direct current or single phase can be provided

at extra cost.

Back view of machine
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APPROXIMATE SHIPPING

Gross weight . .

Nett weight

Dimensions

UPRIGHT BELT SANDER
TYPE VB

.. ZETLA

SPECIFICATIONS:
l0 cwt.

8 cwt' 2 qrs.

3'6" x 3'6" x 5'.
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